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Rationale 
 
“It is important that transitions be smooth and move children quickly from one activity to 
another if student engagement, which typically plummets during transitions, is to be 
maintained.” (Goodman, L. 1990). Every teacher, regardless of the stage they teach, has to 
deal with transitions both within the classroom and from the classroom to other areas of the 
school or school grounds. Maranzo, Gaddy and Foseid (2005) emphasised that, if not 
managed well, these can translate into less learning time, particularly for students who have 
difficulty focusing. Reynolds (2005) believes that playing music in the background of the 
classroom brings focus and settles the energy that comes in with children from the 
playground. Following extensive research, my group members and I agreed that music could 
be an effective technique to facilitate transitions within our own classrooms.  
 
Aims 
 
The aims of this enquiry are: 

• To conclude whether music can facilitate transitions from the playground to the 
classroom. 

• To conclude whether the style of music has an impact on transitions from the 
playground to the classroom. 

 
Methodology 
 
The enquiry was conducted over a four-week period with a primary six class comprised of 28 
children. Music was played on a daily basis during morning transitions from the playground 
to the classroom. Throughout the first two weeks of the enquiry, slow-tempo music was 
played. Up-tempo music was then played during the final two weeks. Together, the children 
and I agreed on the style of music for each tempo; classical music for slow-tempo and 
popular music for up-tempo. Each audio clip was approximately five minutes long.  
 
Prior to the enquiry beginning, a short questionnaire (A) was issued to each child for 
completion. A follow up questionnaire (B) was then issued on the final day of the enquiry for 
each child to complete. The results from both questionnaires have been used as a source of 
data for the findings of this enquiry.  
 
 
Questionnaire A consisted of the following questions: 

1. How well do you settle in the classroom after entering from the playground? 
2. Could listening to music help you to settle better as you enter the classroom from the 

playground? 
3. If yes, would listening to slow-tempo or up tempo-music help you to settle as you 

enter the classroom from the playground? 
 



Questionnaire B consisted of the following questions: 
1. How well do you settle in the classroom after entering from the playground when 

music is playing in the background? 
2. Do you settle better as you enter from the playground when you are listening to no 

music, slow-tempo music or up-tempo music? 
3. Explain the above answer. 

 
During the week, children discussed in groups whether they believed music was helping them 
to settle at the beginning of each school day. Conversations between the children and I were 
documented; some of which have been used as a form of data to support the findings of this 
enquiry.  
 
The children’s readiness to learn after the morning transitions was observed and the quality 
of their written work from the morning lessons was monitored during the enquiry. These 
findings will also be included as data.  
 
The final source of data was collected by timing how long morning transitions took. The 
results were recorded and an average time was calculated for each week. 
 
Findings 
 
Teacher and pupil discussion revealed that some children felt they settled quicker on entering 
the classroom when up-tempo music was playing in the background. One child said “I choose 
my lunch and hang my jacket up much faster when I can hear the up-tempo music ‘cause I 
move to the speed of it.” while another commented “I get into the classroom quicker when 
up-tempo music is on because it sounds lively. I like dancing along when I am doing my 
morning tasks then I sit still when it goes off.” However, more than half of the pupils 
disagreed. They felt the up-tempo music was too distracting and made them feel “hyper”. 
These children preferred to enter the classroom while classical music could be heard: “I feel 
really calm when the classical music is on. It makes me feel ready to start my tasks.” added 
one child. Another stated “I thought the classical music would be boring but I concentrate on 
what I should be doing when I come into the class when it’s on.” 
 
Observations concluded that during the first two weeks of the enquiry, most children entered 
and moved around the classroom calmly and quietly to classical music. Although up-tempo 
music did speed up some children’s movements, the majority were tempted to sing and dance 
along; especially if they recognised the music. Thus, the class did not settle quickly. Using 
music as a technique to facilitate transitions does not appear to have altered the quality of the 
children’s written work in any way. 
 
The findings of questionnaire A highlight that 72% of children answered ‘yes’ and 28% 
answered ‘no’ to question 2. Furthermore, 13% answered ‘no music’, 64% answered ‘slow-
tempo’ music and 23% answered ‘up-tempo music’ to question 2 of questionnaire B. These 
results are displayed in ‘Figure 1’ and ‘Figure 2’ below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 1 

 
 
Figure 2 

 
 
 
From this information, it is clear that almost three quarters of the class believed that music 
could help them to settle quicker when transitioning from the playground to the classroom 
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and, after completing the enquiry, 87% of the class regard music as a technique that 
facilitates their transitions.  
 
Finally, the results of the average timings highlight that slow-tempo music was more 
successful at reducing the length of time morning transitions took than up-tempo music. 
These results are displayed in the bar graph below (Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3 

 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
From the results of the enquiry, it is evident that slow-tempo music has been the most 
effective of the two styles as it helped to reduce transition time by approximately 1.5 minutes. 
Moreover, the majority of children in my class preferred to listen to slow-tempo music while 
entering the classroom as they found it more settling. Thus, children felt more ready to learn 
after hearing classical music than they did after hearing popular music. Although some 
children enjoyed listening to up-tempo music, and I witnessed how it encouraged them move 
quicker, it distracted many of them. On reflection, the results of the enquiry would have been 
more reliable if I had calculated the average timing of transitions during the week prior to the 
enquiry beginning. This would have allowed for a comparison to be made between no music 
and up-tempo/slow-tempo. 
 
Implications for Future Practice 
 
I will continue to implement slow-tempo music in my classroom as a way of facilitating 
transitions. However, I will consider an alternative to classical music as I worry it could 
begin to lose its impact. I plan to use up-tempo music during afternoon transitions since some 
children become more lethargic as the day progresses and I have witnessed that up-tempo 
encourages them to move quickly. This style could also be played during tidy up time 
between lessons or before the end of the school day.  
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